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Boise fire fighters res-
pond to a false alarm at
the SUB Tuesday after-
noon. This was the third
false alarm within three
weeks, The alarm was ap-
parently triggered by a
SAGA employee who ac-
cidentally hit a breaker
which activated the
alarm. SUB officials
believe a faulty pull sta-
tion breaker isresponsi-
ble for the recent false
alarms, A contractor is
being consulted with to
correctthe'problem. SUB
officials said all alarms
lire assumed to be a possi-
ble fire whether pulled ac-
cidentally or with
malicious intent, which is
a criminal act, Photo by
Stephen J. Grant.
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CARDA says 21-year-old drinking age threatens 'student rights
indicated they would not fire their
19- and 20-year-old employees, but
they would not hire any more .
Other bar owners told Snow that
the day the bill goes into effect
under-age employees would be
dismissed, Part of this reasoning, he
said, arises from a common practice
of sampling drinks to make sure the
customers get the beverage they
ordered. The practice involves stick-
ing a swizzle stick in the drink and
testing it.
.' Mel Johnson, co-owner of The
Crazy Horse, said he would prohibit
19-and zo-year-otds from working at
his bar if the law goes into effect.
"It would be against the law, ',' to
allow them to work at the bar if the
bill passes, Johnson said, adding that'
he and his wife, Martha, who co-
own The Crazy Horse, oppose the
legislation.
"Our kids down here at The Crazy
Horse that come in-we love them
and we back them up 100 percent,"
he said.
As of Tuesday, . the bill was
awaiting amendment on the House
floor. Unless the bill is approved by
Octobervthe state risks losing $13
million in federal highway-subsidies.
arc older, over tlie 21-year Iimit-
ir's not a major concern to them,"
Jung said.
Jung said Snow presented his peti-
tions to the student senate and "the
senate has not really chosen to act on
it. "
He said noBSU student has ap-
proached ASBSU about the pending
legislation.
Students need to be aware that the
proposed bill, "inhibits whether or
not you can go into a bar, it inhibits
your freedom of choice," Snow said.
CARDA, which has approximate-
-tY,300 members statewide, has been
lobbying legislators consistently,
Snow said. He said those concerned
about the issue should telephone or "
visit the statehouse and express their
concern about the proposal.
Snow said the bill could have a
disastrous effect on jobs held by
19-and-20-year-olds.
"If this bill does pass and the age
goes to 21, approximately ISO
students at BSU williosc their jobs, ..
he said. Snow said his statistics came
from the Idaho Restaurant and
Beverage.Association as well as'in-
terviews with local bartenders,
Snow said some bar 'owners have
much, The group also approached
the student senate and lh'e Greek
Society. He said, "It helped to a cer-
tain extent," but added that he was
disappointed by the ASBSU
response. Snow said ASBSU Presi-
dent Richard Jung said there was no
widespread enthusiasm for leaving
the drinking age at 19,
"That's wrong," Snow said poin-
ting out the fact that more than 2,000
signatures von the petitions carne
. from BSU students.
Jung said he felt the issue was not
a priority of ASBSU.
"Because many of our students
residents already 19 and 20 before
the law is enacted to continue drink-
ing after the bill becomes law.
CARDA has been active in their
campaign against the proposal.
CARDA representatives have
presented petitions with 3,000
signatures to both the House State
Affairs committee and ASBSU.
Snow said two-thirds of those'
signatures were from 19- and
20-year-olds, with a third of the
signers over 21.
Snow said his groupdidn't expect
much response from the House State
Affairs committee and did not get
by Jessie Faulkner
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Misconception is the reason that
.many 19-and 20-year-olds have not
expressed their views toward the
legislature's proposal .to raise the
state's drinking age to 21, according'
to Coalition Against Raising the
Drinking Age founder and president
c.r. Snow,
"Lots of people arc thinking
they're not going to be affected
because of a grandfather clause,
There is not going to be a grand-
father clause," he said. A grand-
father clause. would allow those
Court rules Right-ta-Work into law
agreements, glvmg' the employer
more control over working
conditions.
The right-to-work lawwill not have
an impact on BSU, since the school
is not unionized, Hecker said, adding
that the law will have an impact on
union organization' because the
.workers will now have a choice on
Charles Donaldson's court decision,
Affirmative Action Director Bet-
ty Hecker said the right-to-worklaw
will definitely weaken the union's ob-
jective for the workers.
AFL-CIO President Jim Kerns
said the. bil1 would. prevent union
workers from continuing toenjoy the
protection 'of old collective bargain-
ing agreements and would prevent
them from entering into new
by Dominique D. Oldfield
The. University Nellis
The Idaho Supreme Court recent-
ly overturned a lower court decision
and ordered the right-to-work law in-
to effect by attaching an emergency
, clause to the bill, The bill will be in
effect until Nov. 4, and thereaftedf
the voters approve the bill by referen-
dum, according to Chief Justice See Right page 9.
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'Nursing program accredited
The Rocky Mountain Medieval
and Renaissance Association's
Medieval Culture Conference will be
, held Marchl3-16 at BSU, which is
sponsoring.' and' hosting the
conference;
The conference _wil1 include a
medieval film festival, a, dinner
featuring a concert of medieval
music, the premiere of the BSU
theater arts department's spring play,
The Lion In Winter; a luncheon with
a keynote speech by Dr. Stanley
Chodorow and sessions on aspects of
medieval and renaissance culture.
Scholars from 12 states and Canada
will participate.
- The conference is centered around
the annual meeting of the Rocky
Mountain Medieval and Renaissance
Association, a group of 150 univer-
sity scholars from across the country.
The registration fee for faculty and
adults is $11, students $6. This fee
provides entry to all conference ses-
sions, the social hour and tickets to
two of the films and the theater play.
The dinner and concert is $8 and the
luncheon and, keynote address is $6
and can be purchased separately.
Registration packets with program
details and registration forms are
available from Dr. Charles Odahl or
from Marilyn Paterson in the history
department, second floor of the
library. Advance registration for the
conference meals is required by
March 5 and is recommended for the
conference sessions.
Brain dominance seminar
to-be held Feb. 26 in SUB
"Unlocking Your Brain's Creativi-
ty,' a semlnarconducted by com-
munication skills consultant Gene
Jay Myers, will explorethe way that
brain specialization or dominance af-
fects everyday life.
The seminar, sponsored by the
Southern Idaho Chapter of the In-
ternational Association of Business
Communicators and the BSU stu-
dent chapter, will be held Feb. 26
from 7-10 p.rn. in the SUB Lookout
Room.
Persons registering early for the
seminar wil1be sent a questionnaire
to return before Feb. 19. They will
then receive a personal brain
dominance prolile at the seminar;
The registration fee is $20 for the
general public and $5 for BSU
students.
For further information, telephone
343-4581.
Computer
course
offered
The College of Business will pre-
sent an introductory course on
microcomputers Feb. 24, 25 and 27
from 6:30-9 p.m. in room 209of the
Business Building.
The course is designed to introduce
first-time computer users to the prac-
tical applications of computers
through hands-on experience. Topics
of discussion will include the usc of
the disk operating system, electronic
spreadsheets and word processing.
The fee for the course is $100and
advanced registration is required. For
more information, call 385-1125.
The National League for Nursing
has re-accredited the BSU Associate
Degree Nursing Program for the
maximum period of eight years.
The accreditation was announced
by Mildred "Mickey" Wade,
associate chairman of, the nursing
department, who called it, "an
essential for graduates."
Wade noted that although the ac-
creditation process is voluntary,
graduates who wish to enter the
military and such world health pro-
grams as The Peace Corps and
VISTA are required to have creden-
tials from an accredited program.
"Since this is voluntary accredit a-
tion ahoveandbeyond any state
agency requirernents.jt indicates our
striving for' excellence beyond
minimum requirements," BSUDept.
of Nursing Chairman Neila Poshek
said ..
The accreditation followed a com-
prehensive survey visit last fall by the
league's Board of Review for
Associate Degree Programs. The
Associate Degree Nursing Program
had previously received accreditation
from that board in 1977.
Warehouse course planned
The College of Business will pre-
sent a two-day seminar on planning
and managing warehouse operations
on Feb. 27 and 28 from 9 a.m.-4:30
p.m. each day. ~ ,
The course is designed to teach
business and warehouse managers
how to utilize resources more effi-
ciently, and how, to improve
warehouse productivity.
The fee for the course is $425 and
advanced registration is required. For
more Informatlon., call 385-1125.
National-------
Summer volunteers sought
Thc Student Conservation
Association is offering hundreds of
volunteer educational work positions
in conservation and resource
management for college students and
other adults during the summer and
fall of 1986.
Volunteers 18 years of age and
older are needed to serve in profes-
sional resource management posi-
tions at such locations as Denali Na-
tional Park in Alaska; the Bob Mar-
shall Wilderness Area in the Flathead
National Forest, Montana; the San
Juan Resource Area of the Bureau of
Land Managementncar Moab, Utah;
the Chincoteague National Wildlife
This is a sign
that she needs
our help.
The woman in the photo~r;lph is Illakin~ the
si~n for "help"in the American Si~nl~\Il~ua~e,
But more than ilut.sbes tdlin~ us that she has
, : .~: the kind of speech or hearing difficult, that can
'~; make phone service ditTicult to use '
. ',~,~ ,Ilelpin~ people like her is the whole idea
" behind our 'leleconunuuicuiors Center for
Disabled Customers.
. At the Center. we can take care of l'Stablishin~
or disconnl'Ctin~phone servire, handle the certilkation
, . or monthly adjustment of long distance discounts.
. explain phonebills and answer other phone service
questions, \\e can't ~et you phones. but we'll be
happy to explain how to obtain any specialized
phones apd equipment that mar be needed.
If you or someone you kllow could lise our
help, we'd like to hear from you, Call tis. toll-free.
at our 'leleconununlcatiuns Center for Disabled
Customers from 8:~Oa.m. to ~:Wp.m., ~Iond:t"
through Frid:ty, (fhe.numbers are listed below) 'Or
call at your convenience and leave a recorded
message. \\e want to do l'\'enlhin~ we can to help
you with your special phone 'needs.
Ielccommunicauons Center fnr Disabled Cus!nmers.
I SOOS2'H IS6·\iJice I SO!)~2~·6tl2H-llY
" .
,', '
" ', .
Fortheway you live.
@)
MountainBeiI
Refuge in Virginia}. and the
Everglades National Park in Florida.
Selected volunteers will work in-
, dependently or assist conservation
professionals with such tasks as
wildlife surveys, natural history inter-
pretation, backcountry and
wilderness patrol, and biological or
archaeological research.
Volunteers will also receive a travel
grant for round-trip transportation to
their program area and a stipend to
help offset food and basic living ex-
penses. Additionally, free housing
wil1be provided at.ihe.work location.
Any person thatis interested in
receiving more information and/or
an application and listing of posi-
tions should write or call The Student
Conservation Association. Inc., Box
550C" Charlestown, NH 03603,
telephone (603) 826-5206. All
references should be made to the
Park, Forest and Resource Assistant
Program. Additional positions will
be offered during the winter and
spring of 1987.
The deadline for applications is
March I, 1986. ,
Mississippi bills
student vandals
The University of Mississippi is
bolting dormitory windows shut in
an effort to stop vandalism.'
U of M officials said the bolting
will help control air conditioning and
heating bills, as well' as preventing
students from throwing things at
people walking under their windows.
The housing office at U of M said
it will also begin billing students for
damage done to dorm rooms.
According to a SI. Louis
newspaper, a University of Missouri
fraternity party caused approximate-
Iy $40,006 in damage at a' hotel in
that city. Liability for that damage
is unclear, according to Missouri-
Columbia's Interfraternlty Council.
Schools graduate
badly-educated
In 'congressional'. testimony last
week.• Education Secretary William
Bennett said some, schools are
graduating badly-educated students.
" Bennett is .expected to propose
changes in the way the Education
Department, recognizes accrediting
agencies When he -unvells-his plans
for', , the, Higher 'Education
~eauthorization, Act.
" Bennett told Congress that ac-
cr~dithlgagcnclesgrade colleges
more',on their resources and pro-
cedureslhanon ho~wel1they teach
'students;':';', ,t', - ;,': '"
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Studentslifl.voices lnun iversi.tychoi rs
" by Angle Heppler - This year the group was selected to
The University News perform at the Northwest Conven-
tion of American Choral Directors in
Missoula, Mont., March JO-16,
Elliott said. During thetour there will
be stops at high schools, where they
will perform during each school's
choir class and have a "Iearnmg ses-
sion" with that choir, Elliott said.
The choir will perform a one-hour
concert, singing a variety of songs
which include classical, patriotic and
popular pieces. Most of thesongs are
done a cappella (no instrumentation)
and arc at a high level of difficulty,
Elliott said.
"The Meistersingers is a group
whose members are hard-working
and have professional attitudes:'
- group member Dodie Dolphus said.
The group is mostly student-run
-and the members have become a very
"tight-knit" organization, Elliott
said. Because the Meistersingers is
the top group, the members strive to
do their best, because they are
representatives of the BSU Music
Department, he added. '
"It's a great experience:' group
member Thmi Eymann said. "We arc
able to meet five days a week, which
helps us to grow more as a group:'
"Being a member of the Meister-
singers is something to strive for,'
Moira Lynch said. "You work hard
and it tests your skills in areas such
as car training:' ,
In order to audition for either the
Vocal Ensemble or the Meister-
singers,' students should contact
Elliott in the spring or a week before
school in the fall. "The student
doesn't have to prepare anything, I
look for the range, vocal quality and
reading ability of the student:' Elliott
said.
Senior intern David Johnson directs the Vocal Ensemble during a practice session. The ensemble meets three
times a week in preparation for concerts on andoff campus. The group p~imarily performs jazz pieces.. '
Journal prints student papers
papers, the journal will feature a pro
and con section on an issue judged
to be relevant. The topic for this sec-
tion will be decided when the
legislature has finished its current
session.
The Review wi\! be printetl by the
BSU print shop and distributecJ to
libraries throughout the state. Copies
will also be sent to Idaho represen-
tatives in Washington, D.C., the
Governor and the Lt. Governor.
Copies will be available at no charge
"at the Political Science Department
on the second floor of the Ad-
ministration Building. The $500-800
publishing cost will be paid by the
Political Science Department and
BSU.
by Matthew Bailey
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strong consideration, as will the
relevancy of the topic. ,
The relevancy of the papers will be
"real hard (for the panel) to gauge:'
Groesbeck said. "A paper on
microbiology would not be accep-
table. However, if it were a paper on
how microbiology could be used to
ease thefood shortage, that would be
a real good topic; I wish someone
would do that:' he added.
While most of the papers submit-
ted have been written by political
science students, papers by students
from other' departments have been
submitted. "I believe we have had two
'from communication students and
one from a sociology major:'
Groesbeck said.
In addition to three research
Three choirs and numerous
ensembles in the music department
are availableto all BSU students who
wish to participate. The groups can
present either an atmosphere of
challenging, hard work or a time of
relaxation and escape' from the
regular grind of studying and note-
taking, Department. Chairman
Wilber Elliott said.
The choirs are the, University
Singers, the Vocal Ensemble, and the
Meistersingers.
The University Singers is the
largest group, with between 80-100
voices combined from two class sec-
tions, according to the director, Dr.
Gerald Schroeder. "The members of
this choir are not asked to audition,
and many arc non-music majors:' he
said.
"This choir sees a lot of people
who just enjoy singing with a choral
group and some who have never been'
in 'a choir before;' Schroeder said.
Many members join this choir to find
relaxation and fun in a class which
performs for the community, he said.
The Vocal Ensemble, which
primarily sings jazz songs, performs
in the community and on campus,
Schroeder said. The choir meets three
times a week and the members audi-
tion for- a spot in the group, he
added.
Schroeder controls most of the
group's activities, while the actual
directing is done by senior intern
David Johnson;
Auditions are also required for the
Meistersingers, directed by Elliott.
This group works toward their an-
nual spring tour -and performs
throughout the state and for various
community functions.
i
I
The Political Science Annual
Review, "a journal featuring research
papers by BSU students on politically
related issues, will be published in
mid-April, according to ASBSU lob-
byist John Groesbeck, president of
BSU's Political Science Association.
A panel of five will review the stu-
dent' works that were submitted
before the Feb. 15 deadline. The
panel, Dave Dahle, Jane Gregory,
Kim Bostock, Gary Moncrief and
Greg Raymond, will evaluate the stu-
dent's work on a basis of the quality
of research and depth of perspective.
Technical quality will also receive
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Bil/sanctions into/erflnce
Members of the.area media have been criticized for playing up what some state legislators
corisiderthe less.important issues of the legislative session-ei.e., the creationism bill. Yet,
il is precisely these bordering-on-absurd; and certainly curious, proposals that grasp the
citizens' attention and frequently their amazement. The legislature has developed yet another
. such wonder work; House Billno. S23,whichpassedin the House with a vote of54-26.
The bill states its intention to "prohibit any employee of a school district to teach during.
the employee's working hours in the school district, that homoscxualiiy is a normal or ac-
ceptable form of behavior, and to provide penalitles." The penalty for portraying hornosex- .
uality as .an acceptable option is immediate dismissal. .
The legislature's proposal, if adopted, violates a numberofrights. The primary group
that will suffer, of course, is the homosexual population of Idaho. Teaching that hornosex-
uality is a deviant ,behavior to be avoided at all costs is not a very tolerant attitude. Homosex-
uality is not a crime in Idaho. Those who choose such a lifestyle should be allowed to do
so without a state-sanctioned move to make moral judgements about something that is none
of the state's business.
Student's rights arc also obstructed. By adherence to a state-determined policy toward
homosexuals, and coercion of that view through the public schools, students arc denied
their option of choice. In sex education classes, students should be made aware of options
and allowed the liberty to make their own choices. Denying them the opportunityto reach
their own conclusions is downright insulting •
. If the proposal is intended to deter students from choosing a homosexual lifestyle, the
effort is misguided. According to research cited by psychologist Don Clark in his book
Loving Someone Gay, sexual preference is determined by the age of five, before or when
most children start school. A constant verbal diet that labels homosexuality as abnormal
and unacceptable is only going to prompt feelings of "badness" or "unworthiness," perhaps
even self-hatred, in homosexuals. If our legislators are afraid that teaching about homosex-
uality ina realistic manner-i.e., it's a-lifestyle and here's what it's about-will turn kids
into flaming homosexuals, maybe that's because they fear the children already have those
tendencies.
One of the great human virtues is tolerance, a fact that the proposed bill overlooks.
Ideologically accepting the homosexual lifestyle and tolerating such a lifestyle docs not make
one gay. Whether or not Idaho's students view homosexuality as deviant should be their
decision. Hopefully they will be wise enough to adopt the notion of "live and let live."
The proposed bill docs not permit that option.
The argument that House Bill no. 523 is meant to protect children from AIDS isbasical-
Iy worthless. The life-endangering disease is not limited to the gay population, but has been
moving more and more into the heterosexual realm. AIDS is not God's judgement on
homosexuals, it is a threat to the entire population.
No matter how deviant and despicable the education committee has decided the homosex-
ual lifestyle is, the fact remains that great.contributions have been made to the world by
homosexuals. Among those arc Gertr-ude Stein, Dante, Oscar Wilde and Plato. Obviously
their "deviant" behavior did not deter them from making significant and important con-
tributions to thc world's betterment.
Denying homosexuality and portraying the lifestyle in a negative light is not going to
make it go away. Homosexuals, like everyone else, have the potential to be good, caring,
kind folks. Is our legislature so obsessed with homophobia that they will enact a law that
insults the intelligence of Idaho's children and preaches intolerance? Evidently the House
of Representatives is; the bill passed there by a vote of 54-26. Let us hope the Senate is
possessed of better judgement.
Letters----------
Burger King government-
Editor, The University Nell'S: sion commercial in which Burger King's claim
to fame was that Burger King, unlike
McDonald's, would take the pickle off your
hamburger if you did not want it. They had
a jingle that went, "Hold the pickle, hold the
lettuce. Special orders don't upset us." Get it
your way at Burger King. Government is a
giant Burger King. Everyone comes to place
his or her order and, to whatever extent possi-
ble, the brokered government delivers.
The clearest example of this degradation of
the democratic dogma, this purely responsive
government, is the doctrine of democracy that
leaves no room for leadership. Leadership,
after all, has been called the ability to inflict
pain and get away with it (short-term pain
for long-term gain). Political leadership, like
combat leadership, is gelling people to do
something they'd rather not do at the moment,.
Why did I sign up for Military Science
classes? To learn the skills of the combat
leader ... the skills of the professional' war-
rior. .. the ability to persuade men to give their
lives in bailie for the good of the nation.
Shocked? Probably.
Listen as we go through an election year:
There is one word you will hear over and over
again-"responsive." Candidate after can-
didate pledges that he or she will be a respon-
siXe officeholder" What is wrong with our na-
tiori is that it is responsive to a fault, that it
has a hair trigger to every organized and in-
tense interest group, that it is large but not
strong. It docs not have the internal strength
to say "No."
A few years ago, Burger King ran a tclcvi-
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As I See It
A tale of tyranny
by Steve E Lyon
The University Nell'S
Once upon a time there was a corrupt lillie
dictator named Ferdinand who ruled a group ,
of faraway islands called the Philippines.
The lillie dictator and his cronies held un-
contested power for a long time, imposing
martial law and arranging forthe elimination
of opposition and dissent whenever the
government's authority was threatened.
One day the impoverished people of the
islands demanded that if the country truly was
a democracy there should be an election. A
democracy. the people said, held elections to
decide who the people really wanted to lead
the country.
The little strongman, bowing to pressure'
from both inside and outside the country, con-
sen ted to hold an election for all the world to
sec that the people loved their lillie president.
Foreign observers and journalists were invited
to witness this comminment to democracy. :
On the appointed election day, the little dic-
tator, wanting to retain his autocratic throne
and fearing that his support was weakening,
sent out armed goon squads to terrorize the
population. The millions of voters that turn-
ed out to cast their ballots had to contend with
bribery, harassment and a multitude of other
for the accomplishment of some long-term
goal. It is surely the job of government to have
a longer view than the average individual has,
to get people to look at the future and pro-
vide for it.
Yes, that is why I take Military Science
courses: Military Science, and the experiences
I look forward to as an Army Officer, is a
means of professional development. Military
.Science, like any other curriculum on campus,
IS a means of career preparation. How docs
this curriculum differ from any other depart-
ment's at BSU? It docs not. I sincerely hope
that theArt Department, for example, has put
more thought into the future of its students
than to simply give them a lifetime apprecia-
tion of fine art. Although we are all teachers
each in our own way, we cannot all get paid
to.teach. Therefore, there must be something
beyond. the apprec~ation cfarl. .. specifically,
the buying, producing, and selling of it as any
other commodity. For the Art Department. or
any other, todoless than prepare its students
for a career is to neglect the reality of the world
around us:
• So. why the concern of certain faculty
members over the morality of "getting credit"
for learning how to lead troops in battle?
U~known. I donol know what the Military
SClenee Department's intentions arc for in-
structing me,but my intentions arc 10 learn
'!he practical ski~1of leadership and' apply it
mmany profeSSIOnal career areas to include
military service; corporate management and
perhaps even political office. .'
". .. Jac W. ~hipp
Junior-Politi.caITheory
. . Seni9r;ROTC
unscrupulous inducements designed to in-
fluence their votes.
When the election returns were being
counted and his opponent had seemingly won
the blatently fixed election the little dictator
declared that he, rather than an impartial ob-
jective group, might render the elections void.
There was a big country that had put the
little dictator in power and had an interest in
keeping the little dictator in power. They had
military installations on the little dictator's
island that they said were vital to maintain
their national' security. The little dictator
welcomed their presence.
The lillie dictator was not dumb, however,
and in his 20 years of complete power, along
with his intimate cronies, had been plunder-
ing and stealing from the economy, of the
country, As a result, the economy was in
shambles and a large foreign debt had been
amassed.
Secretly the lit'tle dictator had been buying
large parcels of real estate in the big friendly
country across the ocean in a large city, New
. York City .. When the almost inevitable col-
lapse of his government comes he will be able
to find sanctuary for himself and his cronies.
The lillie dictator will certainly keep his
enormous wealth and live happily ever after.
Student cal/s
ad sexist. .
Editor, The University' News:
On page twelve of your last issue (February
12, 1986) appeared an advertisement for Suisse
Mocha/BSU Bookstore which listed "8 ways
t~ get a .man to ask you out again." In my opi-
ruon this advertisement blatantly contributes
to sex-r~lestereotyping by advising women 10
b~ passive and to discount their feelings. I am
disappointed that the' BSU. Bookstore and
General Foods International Coffees would
endorse an advertisement with such sexist
undertone,. ~nd am even more disappointed
that The l!lIIl'ersilyNelVs would permit such
an advertisement to be printed. •. .
Beth Halaas
BSU student
Letters. Po/icy
Lellers to the editor shouldb~ typed,double-
spaced andno longer than 500 words. The let-
ters must be signed and a tclephone number
provided for our verification. procedures.
The University News reserves the right to -
editletlers for sPelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content.
"The student press must provide an open
forum for. unfettered. expression of opin.ion,
including those-opinicins:differing from
edit()ri.al policy,'." .
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Audiertcetrapped in 'Brazil'
by Edith Decker
The University News
dreams in tcchnicolor. The dreams flair outshine the cast. The
are not like life (as some filmmakers photography and editing were only
,think they are) and they are ex- excelled by the intricate set design.
crutiatingly symbolic. An immense number of sets were
There. were times when I was used-s-and none of them would be
foolish enough to ponder what was found in a rurr-of-the-rnill studio
going to happen next or how the backlot. The dream scenes were
characters were going to get out of especially well done as far as sets,
situation A or situation B. Byhour costumes, filming and special effects.
number two, I'd given lip after being The upbeat Latin theme song,
wonderingly stunned a few too many "Brazil:' underscores the. activity,
times. If you see Brazil, give up ear- throughout the film, moving from
Iy. Don't struggle. You'll. be trapped being apropos of the humor to an ab-' .
along with everyone else, so don't surd counterpoint during the more
waste your energy on plot nervous scenes.
predictions. . Brazil is an odd film. There is,'
Pryce gives an excellent perfor- however, a method to the madness.
mance as the absurdistanti-hero who Motifs continue throughout the film:
finds a common, modern-day answer There is even a take-off of Potemkin,
to his futuristic problems. It is technically superb. I predict it
The beautiful woman of his fan- will take a place as a'classic cult film
tasyand reality is played by Kim along with Things to Come, The Wall
Greist with a rough 'n'tough, unemo- and Eraserhead in the history 0f film.
tional consistency. Katherine Hel- it-is a must-see for intellectuals-and
mond ("Soap") plays Sam's mother, that means you.
a woman in love with the newest Brazil is rated R and contains some
.facelifting iechnology-whatever 'it .. , nudity and profanity and a healthy
may be. Robert De Niro plays Tuttle,' portion of bloody gore. It is playing
an unauthorized electrician/duct at the Eighth Street Marketplace.
repairman sought by the government
for making repairs without govern-
ment permission. Bob Hoskins
(Ohne Madden In The Cotton Club)
plays an authorized duct repairman.
Brazil is one of the few films In
which the technical creativity and
Lgot trapped in Brazil.
It became curiouserand curiouser,
serio user and serlouser-sfrom light,
Pythonesque comedy to wince-
provoking horror. Itwasentrapment
and I allowed myself to be stunned,
to have my emotions manipulated,to
be jerked from fantasy to reality un-
til neither existed. This type of
organized madness often is labelled
genius.
The genius behind the genius (if he
or it is) is Terry Gilliam (Time Ban-
dits), the director and one of the
screenwriters. He and the other two
screenwriters Charles McKeown and'
Tom Stoppard (Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead) have been
nominated for an Oscar. .Also
nominated are John Bard and Keith
Pan for their art direction.
Brazil stars Jonathan Pryce as Sam
Lowry, a hard-working, modern man
"somewhere in the 20th century.'
Sam's attempts at going along with
the system are thwarted by his
daydreams, which are inhabited by a
beautiful woman whom he meets in
the flesh and diligently pursues ..
An average film would have shown
s the character musing away and be-
ng brought back in order to signify
daydream. Here we get to see Sam's
Gallery hosts' two exhibits
The Boise Gallery of Art will
feature two exhibitions, Works in
Bronze: A Modern Survey and Gail
Larson: The Idaho Years. Feb. 22-
March 30.
The bronze. exhibit will feature
works by 35 artists who have work-
ed during the 20th century, including
Max Ernst, Jacques Lipchitz, Bar-
bara Hepworth and Henry Moore.
Pocatello artist Gail Larson'sex-
hibit will feature sculptural con-
tainers and jewelry forms. Larson has
an MFA in jewelry design and
silversmithing and' has been ex-
hibiting nationwide since 1969.
The BGA is open Tuesday-Friday
from 10 a.m.-5 p.m, and weekends
noon-S p.m. No admission is charg-
ed. Docent tours are available every
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m,
Rating system: four thumbs-up is
near perfect; four thumbs-down is
unbearable.
Guest artists to
play at festival
"Quartet to visit
The Ridge String Quartet will per-
form in theMorrison Center's recital
hall Feb. 22 at 8 p.m.
The quartet made their New York
debut in 1983, and began touring the
same year. They were the quartet in
residence at the 1985 Spoleto Festival
in Charleston, S.c. Their Boise per-
formance will include quartets by
Beethoven, Mozartand Alban Berg .
Admission to the concert is $6 for
the general public and $4 for all
students and senior citizens.
()_ ,n, .~t::l rll::~., --------.=:....=-=---="--"• ..-"-= ~ .=...
The 1986 BSU Festival of Jazz will
bring students from more than 20
Idaho high schools to the Morrison
Center for two days of jazz competi-
tion and workshops Feb. 21 and 22.
Guest artists Clay Jenkins and Jeff
Uusitalo will perform with the BSU
. Jazz Band, Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. on Mor-
rison Center Stage 11.
Free workshops will be offered on
jazz-related topics starting at I p.m.
both days. These will feature Jenkins,
a trumpet player who most recently
toured' with Count Basic, and
Uusitalo, who has played trombone
with numerous big bands.
Admission to the Friday concert is
$5.
For more information, call
385-3498.
Peter Schott's: Gene Harris
Red Lion Riverside: Squeeze Play
Sandpiper: Mike Wendling
Tom Grainey's: Heartbreak Radio
Victor's: Dee Anderson with Mariah
Bouquet: The Hi-Tops
Broadway Bar: Risky Business
Crazy Horse: Methods of Dance
Hennessy's: Kevin Kirk & Sally
Tibbs
Pengilly's. John Hansen
Calendar----------------------
Idaho Theaterror-Vouth; Little Senate Chambers, 3:10 p.m.
Red Riding Hood, Education BAA Basketball Luncheon, SUB
Building, Reading Center, 2 p.m. Lookout Room, 11:45 a.rn,
Building, Reading Center, II a.m,
American Festival Ballet, Giselle•.
2 p.m, and 8 p.m,
Boise Chamber Musie Series, The
Ridge String Quartet, Morrison.
Center recital hall, S p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 23
SPB Film, Erendira, SUB Ada
. Lounge, 7 p.m., admission is $2.50
for the general public and $1 for BSU
faculty, students and staff.
Lounge, 7 p.m., admission is $2.50
for the general public and $1 for BSU
; faculty, students and staff.
Jazz Festival Concert, Clay
Jenkins, trumpet and Jeff Uusitalo,
trombone, Morrison Center Stage II,
S p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 22
Idaho Theater ror. Youth, Little
Red Riding Hood, Education
Wednesday, Feb. 19
The Hemingway Year, E. Hem-
ingway,with Erv Johnson, SUB
Ballroom, II p.m.
Thursday, Feb.20.
Arterwork Special, Paul and lin-
da McCartney, Ram, KBSU-FM,
91.3, 5 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 21
SPB .fIlm, Erendlra, SUB Ada
Monday, Feb. 24
Arterwork Special, various artists,
Feed the Folk. KBSU-FM; 91.3, 5
p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 25
Faculty Senate meeting, SUB
~Wednesday, Feb. i6
Internatlonal Association of
. Business Communicators seminar,
Unlocking Your Brain's Creativity,
SUB Lookout Room, 7 p.m •
HERS/West meeling, SUB Clear-
Water Room, noon.
Academic courses offered
for military at Gowen Field
by Steve F. Lyon
The University News
Since the fall semester of 1985,
BSU has been providing educational
services to military personnel at
Gowen Field. according to Dr. Ken
Hollenbaugh, Dean of the Graduate
College .and Associate Executive
Vice-President. The primary reason
for establishingcoursework is the
upgraded education requirement
established by the military. .
All of. the students enrolled in
classes at. Gowen Field arc military
, or" military-related personnel in-
cluding the Army, the National
Guard and the Air Force Reserve. All
the classes offered areregular catalog
classes. "In no way is BSU teaching
military classes:' Hollenbaugh said.
Originally, LCSC was going to
provide the educational services at
Gowen Field with the help ofBSU.
"The State Board of Education made
the decision that USU should provide
the services rather than LCSC,"
Hollenbaugh said.
The courses arc offered t.1Irough
the continuing education depart-
mcnt. Both'academic and vocational-
technical classes arc taught. The vo-
tech classes arc designed to lead to
bachelor of applied science degrees.
Such courses as auto mechanics and
diesel mechanics arc equivalent to the
daytime courses at USU.
Currently, 16 courses arc offered,
with a total enrollment of 148. Ap-
proximately 20 faculty members arc
involved. There is a similar program
conducted at the Mountain Home
AirBase,
All the classrooms and facilities
are provided on the military site. The
military is paying' for all overhead
costs, security and janitorial services.
"We are 'limited' though, students
cannot take science class re-
quirements on the site. The students
would have to come to campus for
that," he said.
Fixed Services programming and •
graduate credits in public administra-
tion will be available at Gowen Field.
When completed, the Micron Center
for Technology will transrnit instruc-
tional courses to Gowen Field. He
said that core cirriculurn will be
broadened.
Hollenbaugh said the instruction
provided at Gowen Field is based en-
tirely on demand. "We do have the
intent that as student demand rises
BSU will respond and provide educa-
tional services as needed:'
Future curriculum expansions will
program curriculum and graduate
according to Barbara Egland, assis-
tant director of Continuing Educa-
tion. Gowen Field is implementing a
fairly large computer system, and
.with an enrollment increase Continu-
ing Education will probably need to
o Iter more computer classes. she
said.
The Continuing Education pro-
gram also provides educational ser-,
vices in Nampa, Caldwell, Payette
and Weiser, which include degree
program curriculum and graduate
level teacher education workshops.
KAID-TV telecourses arc transmit-
ted to various rccieving points
.throughout the region. USU provides
the courses to "give people the op-
portunity to get the training without
having to commute:' she said.
Campus Classroom
Boise State University
Graph depicts signal transmisslun from BSU. The signal is relayed to a receiving point.
Sue Quast, ITt·S video operatorvls monitoring tile control board of the ITFS s~stem. The system features two wav a dl . th t vl , " . .-'.' ..• . .,' .',' ' ' ' ..' . . .. .'. u () ,so. a. iewers can participate In classroom diSCUSSions.
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by Dominique Oldfield
Tile University Neil's
The BSU Instructional Television
Fixed System is a video system with
two-way audio which enables
students at off-campus sites to ask
questions, give answers and par-
ticipate in classroom discussions, ac-
cording to ITFS Production Manager
Sue Quast.
Students do not haveto come to
the campus to register; reprcscn-
tativcs from the Department of Con-
tinuing Education will be available at
selected sites to assist with admis-
sions and registration. The system
enables students who cannot attend
cum pus classroom to gain college
credit, Quast said.
Students at the off-campus sites
arc expected to view and to pur-
ticipatc in the classes, Quast said.
The classes arc videotaped ut BSU
in case of a technical failure ut the
receiving sites, Quast said, adding
that tapes will not be available to
students that miss classes.
According to Quast, BSU has two
receiving site';'1l Hillside and Joplin
Schools. The courses received arc
Math 108 with Professor Charles
Kerr, Economics 201 with Professor
Teachers at Joplin Elementar~' School view ITFS broadcasting. Joplin
und Hillside schools are receiving points for edncational programs.
Richard Payne, Decision Science 208 classroom is received on a standard
with Associate Professor Gerald television set that is plugged into the
LaCava and Teacher cducation 597 iTFS receiver. A site facilitator wi!!
with Assistant Professor Jeanne set up the equipment for.each class
Bauwens. meeting, Quast said.
The video signal from the campus Both on- and off-campus students
usc push-button microphones to
communicate during class, Quast
said.
The advantage of taking classes
this way is convenience. Quast said
that course work, given in the en-
vironment where the knowledge is
applied directly has been shown to be
more effective. Hospitals usc this
type of system for technical training.
The cost of the system ranges from
$15,000-20,000 depending on what
technology is available at the site,
Quast said.
The program will move to the
Mkwn Building in the fall of 1986.
The nL'Wfacility will allow expansion
of the program, Quast said, adding
that the program will be on channel
27 in the fall.
Working together with channel 27
will enhance the program and
possibly enable it to expand to
Gowen Field. Mountain Home,
Nampa and other sites in the future,
Quast said.
For further information, contact
the Simplot Micron Technology
Center at 385-3286.
Photos
L.. ••uy
Mitch Miller
The nsu computer lab. located at Gowen Field, is one of the receiving points
of the ITFS system. Military personnel at Gowen Field will also receive in-
struction tmnsmiltcd from the new Micron Center for Technology.
nSl1 student Jeff McGraw receives instruction and takes notes while watching the video monitor.
t •
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M'orrison~s,dreamfulfliled ·wlthperforming.center
by Cary Driskell
The UniversityNews
"The original vision of the Mor-
rison Center was to fulfill a' dream
that the late Harry, Morrison had;
Morrison wanted to bring to Boise a
performing arts center as good as any,
ill the United States.a center that.
would bring inmajor artists, and also
taking care ofthe needs of local arts'
groups, SUchas Philharmonic, opera,
ballet arid the performing of fine arts
at BSU;' according to Fred Norman.
Executive Director of Morrison,
Center.
, Morrison included instructions in
his will to have the center built after
his death. "Harry recognized the fact
a performing arts center was badly
needed in Boise, so he left provisions
, for one in his will;' his wife, Velma
Chris Buller I University ews. Morrison, said.
Pictured In front of the Morrison Center is Director Frederick Nonnan. The center was completed two
years ago. The Harry W. Morrison
Foundation, Inc. has donated $14
million, including the donation for
the endowment that was instituted
last year.. '
The Morrison Center is separated
into the academic wing and the main
hall where Stage One and ad-
ministrative offices are located. M-
cording to Norman, many people are
not aware of this relationship.
"There isa separation, and that
-Chlamydia strikes students
(CPS)-Medical researchers claim
chlamydia has become the most
- prevalent sexually transmitted
disease in the country, and college
students are among the most likely
to contract it.
Screenings of women coming to
health clinics at the universities of
Washington, Denver, Nebraska.
Alabama, Boston and Tufts, among
others, show seven to 15 percent test
postive for chlamydia.
Dr. Lester Nyborg, Medical Direc-
tor of BSU's Student Health Ser-
vices, said cases of chlamydia have
been diagnosed at the health center.
"There isn't any town in the
United States that hasn't had some,"
he said.
Nyborg said chlamydia is treated
with tetracycline and usually takes a
week to cure.
There may now be three to four
million new cases of chlamydia each
year in the United States, according
to Dr. Lawrence Sanders of the
Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
Furthermore, 15-to-19-year-olds
are the mostly likely people to get the
disease, CDC officials said.
Little hard data exist to verify that
incidence of the seemingly obscure
disease is rising, but general obser-
vations by doctors around the coun-
try suggest the disease is spreading,
University of Washington Medical
School professor Walter Stamm
said.
However, research in England
docs show incidence that the disease
has been increasing. there annually
for the last ten years. Stamm said ..
Especially troubling to doctors is
the fact that chlamydia often does
not produce symptoms in its victims.
And, if left untreated in women, the
disease can cause pelvic inflam-
matory disease, which can lead to
Geology, sells
symposium set
for Feb_ 24-26
,.h I,
--I:
sterility, according to Teri Anderson,
a clinical supervisor at Denver
General Hospital.
However, unlike acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and
herpes, chlamydia is readily treatable
with antibiotics such as tetracycline,
Anderson said.
Symptoms, usually occuring
within ten days,' often include
discharge and a burning sensation
when urinating.
Increased availability of cheaper
tests for chlamydia also may be con-
tributing to the rise in reports of the
disease, Anderson said. She said a
chlamydia test usually costs $35 to
$50.
But Anderson cautions that stan-
dard pelvic exams, even those in-
cluding a Pap smear, usually will not
detect chlamydia. The lack of symp-
toms in victims may help explain why
many people are less concerned
about chlamydia than they arc about
more fearsome veneral diseases like
AIDS and herpes.
At least 40 percent of the
chlamydia cases diagnosed in women
are asymptomatic, Susan Lloyd of
the CDS said. .
About 20 to 30 percent of the men
diagnosed do not show symptoms,
she. said. Anderson said most
chlamydia victims will eventually
develop symptoms if the disease is
left untreated. '
Health centers arc doing more to
prevent the spread of the disease.
"We are getting more aggressive
in treating sex partners," Anderson
said. The new tests also allow clini-
cians- to examine for chlamydia
specifically.
Anderson recommends young
.adults who arc sexually active,
especially with more than one part-
ner, should be tested for chlamydia ..
Professionals in the fields of
geotechnical testing and design, ear-
thquake and volcanic hazards,
groundwater and hazardous
, substance disposal will meet Feb.
24-26 to conduct sessions of the 22nd
Biannual Symposium on Engineer-
ing Geology and Soils Engineering at
the Owyhee Plaza Hotel, Boise.
The symposium is sponsored by U '
of I, ISU and BSU. Scheduled pro-
grams include local, regional andna-
was part of the intentof the foun-
dation; however.In the framework of
that, Mrs. Morrison, the Foundation
and the Morrison Board of dover-
nors want to haven marriage with the
community and the university, but it
was never the intent of the center for
the two to become one:' Norman
said. . .
. Norman cited the recent collabora- '
tion between the university and the
Morrison Center on the production
oi John Brown's Body, a play sci-
.'dom seen outside of college theaters.
. This is oneof several plays that BSU
is doing in the center. The next play
will be the Theater Art Department's
production of Oklahoma.
. Questionnaires are circulated to
find out what people-want to see, and
how much they are willing to pay to
see it, and the findings are analyzed
bya committee who decides what is
performed at the Morrison Center.
"We have our committee meet
several times a year and say, 'Okay,
what do .we want to bring in, what
are we looking for, what type of
variety?' The idea is to bring in some
outside groups, but not to the point
where the tickets get too expensive:'
Norman said;
BSU students have reported that
prices to many performances are too
high for them to pay, but Norman
said "Never is the Morrison Center
set up to be for the rich, and exclude
the students; or the faculty, or the
, university. This part of the center is
not state-funded. All" the money'
comes from the community and in-
dividuals. How do we say to someone
from the community that payed
$20,000 that they have to pay the full
price.iand then.give the studentsa
break? This is kind of a catch-22 •
where the desire is to give the student
the benefit of the doubt, and yetwe
can't do that at the. expense of the
community that paid for the
building. You may counter that the
personin thecommunity has a full-
time job, and I'm a student. but the
dilemma is that it was all paid by the
community.'
Norman said that in an attempt to
bring in local groups, and to lower
ticket prices, the foundation donates
$4,300 to a performing group each
time it performs at the center. This
brings' down the cost for the' perc
formers, who have to pay a user's fee
to rent the facilities, and this lower .
cost is passed on to the public in the
form of lower ticket prices.
"I think that the $4,300 donation,
that in its own way is a way of say-
ing that we want to embrace you (the
local groups and community). The
$4,300 is our way of lowering the cost
for everyone, it's a blanket lowering;'
Norman said.
Commission of the States and co-
founder of the Coalition of College
Presidents for Civic Responsibility.
"Students today, as compared to
students in the 1960s, arc more self
focused and cynical. They sec pro-
blems as big, complex and beyond
their ability to do anything ,about
them," he said.
Newman authored a report last
spring that criticized students for be-
ing "self-obscssed" and
"materialistic." _
The report, in turn, led Newman
and some colleagues to form the
coalition to find ways to divert
students from their
•'materialism. "Newman would like
to convince students it's in their own
best interest to get involved, whether
it be stumping for a favorite can-
didate, ladling soup ~Ha !CC3! shelter
or counting ballots in a school
election.
Dr. Richard Rosser, president of
DePauw University in Indiana,
concurs.
"Community service probably
ought to be a requirement on every
campus in this country," he said.
"We have a responsibility to prepare
people to accept their civic
responsibility. "
To get them to accept it, Newman
suggests replacing existing loan pro-
grams with grants for public-service
work.
A two-day short course on
Groundwater Concepts and Model-
ing will follow the symposium Feb.
26-28. The workshop will be con-
ducted by William C. Walton. who
will discuss the use of personal com-
puters to solve practical groundwater
problems. Walton,' past ediror of the
Journal of Ground Water. is also
past chairman of the Ground Water
Committee of the Hydraulics Divi-
sion, 'American Society of Civil
Students urqed to get involved
But Robert Atwell, president of
the American Council on Education,
told the coalition such grant pro-
grams would have little chance of ,
funding, given the budget strictures
of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Act.
"Students are more enmired and
enmeshed these days in their own'
problems of getting through college
and working. part-time," ASU's
Gordon said. "If presidents' want
response, they'll have to address
bread-and-butter issues such as IIOUS-
ing for married st udents, child care
and cooperative housing."
Some students are also skeptical.
"When I'm not at work, I'm
usually doing my homework,"
Lesley Taylor, a freshman at
Michigan State, said. "Idon't think
volunteering is going to be the first
thing on students' lists after work
and classes."
Gordon said, "Faculty and ad-
ministrators can influence students
only when they're ready to be in-
fluenced," Gordon said. "People
got tired after the intense protests of
the 60s."
•'Increasingly, (administrators)
will see responsiveness. But not
because they're exhorting students,
but because students are ready.
They've Caught their breath and are
ready to become activists again,"
Gordon said.
Engineers,
Registration fee for the course is
$200, including materials. One
semester credit hour is available for
graduate and undergraduate
students.
For more information about the
symposium. and short course,
telephone-Spencer Wood or. Jenny
Krebs.in-the BSU Department of
Geology and Geophysics, 385-1631.
Theworld iswaitiDg.
'Bean exchange student.
Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and chal-
lenges.As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential '
Initiative for peace, you live abroad With your new host family.
Learn new skills. Go to new schools. Make new friends.
Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If youd like to be.one of them, write for more,
information on programs, costs and financial aid. . '
.', Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I, '
WASHINGTON, D.C.-(CPS)
More than 100 college presidents met
in Washington in carry February to
exhort students to become less "self-
obsessed, II and get involved in their
communities.
The coalition of presidents sug-
gested making "civic responsibility"
a graduation requirement, and even
replacing student aid programs with
grants for community service work.
"It's one thing to change gradua-
tion requirements (to force students
to become involved}," Leonard Gor-
don, an Arizona State sociologist
who studies trends in student at-
titudes, said. "Students will respond
to that. But if they have to depend
on voluntary. response, they just
don't have the leverage."
The presidential coalition, meeting
in Washington, pledged to:
-Carry the message of civic
responsibility to campuses.
_ Advise existing student
organizations how to get students in-
volved in communities outside
campuses.
-Ask governments and schools
to provide more service-related in-
·ternships, possibly' making com-
munity service a requirement for
financial aid.'
"Students need to hear, repeatedly
and from many sources, 'you have a
duty to pay your dues,' II Frank
Newman said, head of the Education
tional speakers on topics ranging
from stabilizing mines and soil
dynamics to earthquake and volcano
hazard studies, landslides and hazar-
dous substances ill the soil and
groundwater environments.
Registration fees are $35 for one
day. and $75 for both days.
Graduate and undergraduate
students will be admitted for $5 and
symposium' banquet admission is
$13.50. '
any previous BSU graduate, lung
.. said.
The'selection board will consist of
five members chosen' for their
background in a wide range of cam-
pusac!ivities, allowing for an
evenhanded evaluation in each
category. According to lung, the
board will include Dick Rapp,
representing the university's ad-
ministration, Professor Charles
Lauterbach.ireprcsenting the faculty
and Ann Sawin, an ASBSU senator.
Two student-at-large members have
yet to be chosen.
The board members will judge the
nominees upon an ~tline of criteria
which includes an evaluation of their
contribution to BSU, their example
as a positive role model and their
possible future contributions to
society.
To students seeking immortality
through the Hall of Fame, lung said
. that hopeful candidates should "be
as thorough as possible:'
The cost for the Hall of Fame is
minimal, Jung said. The wall is be-
ing donated by the SUB and the
medallions were cast .at a price of
$250 for 100. "This should be an
eight to nine year supply;' he-said.
Lists of nomination criteria and
application forms can be obtained at
the Union Station or the ASBSU of-
fice, both in the SUB, lung said.
_im_llill[:i!~_'. - ." ,', ' .
·ASBSU.honors seniors
'with Hall of .Fame wall. . .
. Chlls BUill" I Unlve/sllyNews
The recent rains. have turned some BSU parking lots into lake-like puddles, making parking dirficull if
not impossible. BSU students can expect more rain in the traditionally wet months of March and April.
Federal grant funds programs
by Phil Matlock
The University News
. BSU'~ Student Special Services, a
part of the Trio program that in-
cludes Talent Search' and Upward
Bound, offers support to nontradi-
tional students'.
Tutoring, '. counseling and
workshops that deal with test anxie-
ty, improving study skills, preparing
for English competency exams and
finding employment are offered by
Student Special Services. Low in-
. come, first-generation and handicap-
ped university students ..are the.
"target group" the program works
with, according to program
counselor Sharon Leason.
Funded-by a federal grant obtain-
ed by Dr. lay Fuhriman for theTrio
program, Student Special Services
works with a limited number of
students. Currently that number is
150, but additional students arc on
a waiting list while the program's
capacity is being assessed, Leason
said.
Student Special Services does not
recruit students for the program.
Students arc referred by other
students and agencies, according to
Leason ..
The program works to meet the in-
dividualneedsofstudents, to solve
problems that might otherwise
hinder them in graduating. "The neat
thing about the program, that's
especially a joy to me, is that we
tailor the service to meet the student's
individual need'. The student designs
their program, within the limitations
of the services we offer.' For services
that the program docs not offer,
students are referred to other agen-
cies by Special Services, Leason said.
. Counseling offered by the program
helps the student make an inform-
cd plan' of action. Leason, licensed
by the state of Idaho as a counselor,
helps the student evaluate their needs
in relation to the services the program
offers. Then the student can make a
personal plan of action from this
knowledge, Leason said.
Tutoring, small-group study ses-
sions, reading and writing skills
development and English as a second
language are services offered by the
program, according to Leason.
The tutors the program uses arc
volunteers drawn from the communi-
ty and trained by Student Special
. Services. Currently there is a large
need for tutors, Leason said.
Student Special Scrvies is now in
the second year of their three-year
grant. Leason said that she expects
no C\lI in federal funding for any of
the Trio programs because of their
success.
Schools get .'StarWars' money
(CPS)-Universities, enjoying a new
infusion 01 money for ~'Star Wars"
research, now rely on the Pentagon
at a level not seen since the height of
the Vietnam War, a private study
reported.
Thc U.S. Department of Defense,
once again a major contributor to
graduate programs, increased. fun-
ding for academic research to $930,
million in 1985,compared to $495
million in 1980, an 89 percent in-
crease, the Council on Economic
Priorities reported.
The council traces niuchof the
.money to the Strategic Defense In-
itiative, the so-called "Star Wars"
program.
"We're concerned afiout SDI
research, that it's accelerating a
growing dependency on the Pen-
tagon," Leslie GOIlHeb, spokesman
. forihe council, said.
"Half of the federal dollars for
math and computer sciences now
comes from the Department of
Defense," Gottlieb said,addingthat
82 percent of astronautical funds and
56 percent of electrical engineering's
budget is given by the department.
The council monitors naiional
security; the environment and cor-
porate social behavior. lis report was
the latest in a series the group has
Next Week in
7JzcUnivcrsity
NEWS
issued .criticizing SOl.
Receiving the bulk of the Pen-
tagon's money in 1985 were
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (including its off-
campus facility, Lincoln Labs) with
S59,686,OOO;.The University of
Texas-Austin received $5,672,000;
Georgia Tech Research Co. (Georgia
Institute of Technology's off-campus
lab), $5,586,000; John Hopkins
University, $2,894,000; and Stanford
Research Labs, $2,655,000.
MIT-Lincoln Lab's share, com-
prising 71 percent of all SDI educa-
tion awards, left it dependent on the
Department of Defense for 59 per-
cent of the school's and lab's com-
bined budget-a' total of $303.5
million, the study said. .
"Here at MIT, plans arc already
underway toward transferring more
research people to SDI programs,"
MIT physicist Vera Kistiakowsky
said. "And, at the same time, non-
military sources are decreasing," she
~~d. -
If MIT continues to be dependent
on tile Pentagon, Kistiakowskysaid
she fears subsequent cutbacks in SDI
funding would leave the 'school
overstocked with "Star Wars"
specialists who have no conventional
programs to research. "hwilIbe like
ROTC/Milit"ary
Science debate
SBOE r-eleases
.bUdget.stat.ement
the early 70s, when we had. record
unemployment among scientists,"
she said. "I'm not, nor is anyone,
saying 'stop all research.' But this
massive funding is too much in too-
narrow areas. It's distorting the na-
tional rrsc;ln:h. balance. " .
"SDI funds may be our safest
bet," Georgia Tech researcher Bob
Cassanova said. "It's myunderstan-
ding that SDI will be exempt this
year (from budget cuts)."
"Star Wars" funding is protected
from the first round of the automatic
federal budget-balancing cuts
manadatcd by the Gramm-Rudman
law. 'But programs' may be
vulnerable to the across-the-board
cuts in 1987. .
Despite such uncertainty, Dr.
William Rhodes, an electrical
engineer at Georgia Tech, said his
department already has increased
recruiting for SDI-related research.
Rhodes conducts research in optical
computing for SDI.
" I'm sure {federal budget) cuts
could affect us," he said. "We could
be overextended fairly easily."
Rhodes said he estimated SDI fun-
ding now accounts for five percent
of Georgia Tech's electrical engineerc
ing budget. At present, cutbacks
could eliminate one professorship.
Social workers set
up help line inSUB
Funds granted to
catalog Church
papers
by Matthew Bailey
The University Neil'S
ASBSU has announced plans for
a Studen't Hall of Fame that will he
painted ona designated wall of the
SUB. A maximum of 12 BSU seniors
will receive the honorvwhich will in-
elude the mounting of a medallion
by their name, according to ASBSU
president Richard lung.
Nominations for induction into-
the Hall of Fame will be accepted
through March 1, and a board of five
members will begin selection on
March 3; the final decision should be
reached by March 14, he said.
Jung, who initiated the honor, said
nomination requires a studentto be
in his senior year or, if graduating
from Vo-Tech, he must be a
graduating student. Nominees must
have a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or bet-
ter and must be full-time BSU
students. Students may be nominated
by anyone at BSu .
Awards will be given in six
categories: student government, per-
formance/fine arts, athletics,
academic achievement and student
clubs and organizations, which will'
be eligible for no more than two
awards. An additional honor will be
awarded 10 a student of Vo-Icch. At
the discretion of the board, a special
award may be granted to up to two
BSU alumni. This honor is open to
Right-to-Work
Continued from page 1.
whether to join a union or not. Many
workers will choose not to join a
union because of the need of union
dues or related situations, Hecker
said.
The AFL-CIO intends to appeal
the bill before Feb. 21, Kerns said, ad-
ding that they intend 10 usc every
legal approach available in order to
defeat the law, and arc confident of
their position. .
Freedom-To-Work Committee E;>(-
ecurivc Director Gary Glenn said they
support the AFL-CIO's legal rights
for appealing the bill, but that it is
a "pipe dream" for them to try to
change the court'sdecision.
Glenn said the right-to-work law
will make the union more responsive
to the workers, not weaker. He said
the law is justifiable because it offers
"individual freedom of choice:' as to
whether or not to join or leave a
union, and ;'industrial develop-
ment"-companies will not look at
a state without aright-to-work law
because they don't want their
employeestobe forced into joining
a union. Young people arc leaving
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the state to find jobs because there
has been an 8 percent decrease in
jobs in Idaho, according to Glenn.
American Postal Union Worker
President Tony Hodges said he saw
no moral difference "between firing
someone because he is or is not a
member of a certain race, creed, col-
or, sex, religion or political party and
firing someone because he is or is not
a member of a union. Discrimination
is discrimination and it's wrong:'
Hodges said he supports the right-
to-work law because it win bring IK'W
industries 10 Idaho, and Idaho needs
new jobs.
Scott Burch, BSU student and
Teamster member said the right-to-
work law will onen uo new oppor-
tunities for students by bringinir'new
jobs to Idaho and will make the
unions more responsive to meet the
workers demand. He said there needs
to be a balance.
According to Teamster member
and BSU student Glenn Scott, the
right-to-work law will make unions
work. for their membership, which
will in turn make themmore respon-
sive to the workers.
Bpregnant?NeedHelp?
Free pregnancy test.' .,......., ... 'c'. "
·.BI~~~~;8~r
following the game. "They (the Van-
, dais) really made the plays theyhad
to make 'in the second half. 'It's real- ,
Iya credit to theirteam":
DYe was not disappoiritedwith his
team's second-halfperformal1ce,
other than the fact that "we didn't
put the ball down:'
Against USIU, the Broncos con-
trolled the entire game, running well
with the speedy, high-scoring team
from San Diego.
"Non-conference games are
sometimes hard to get up, for,
especially in the middle of the con-
ference season when everybody is tell-
ing us thatwe should beat these guys
easily;' Dye said.
Spjute ,led all Broncos with 22
points in that game, followed by
Perkins with 18, Smith with 16,
Hayes with 14, Childs with 13 and
Rawlins with 11.
Bronco$'.16·.p()int;h~lf.tirne.lea(t
vallishEts,.·UQf.r""in$61-58
I
!.
I
Stephen J. Grant I University News
BSU's Roland Smith, 34, and John Martin, 52, fight for a rebound under
the net with Idaho's Ken Luckett, 22 lind Tom Stalick, 13. A Pavilion crowd
of 5,500 WIlS on hand as the Vandnls clime from behind to beat the Broncos.
Baseball action to start
by Gille Wilberger
The University News
field in Boise and consequently we
produce no revenue;' Ellis said. The
club plays its home games at Storey
Park in Meridian. The campus ad-
visor for the club is Ross Vaughn.
Ellis is trying to schedule more
games to add to the list of 30 he
has lined up. The University of Mon-
tana, Eastern Oregon State, College
of Southern Idaho, Humboldt State,
Idaho State Universttg.University of
Idaho and Northwest Nazarene Col-
lege are on the schedule at this time,
The Broncos' first action will be
March 23 and 24 at Storey Park, as
they host the University of Montana
and Humboldt State.
This year's returning, players in;
c1ude: Jay Lyon (pitcher-first base),
Darryle Brown (pitcher-center field),
Bob Crossland (third base), Randy
Carney (shortstop), Doug Sheets
(pitcher-catcher), Ron Anthony (right
field), Randy Winslow (outfield) and
Donnie Wunder (pitcher).
With the season only a month
away, coachEd Ellis has the' Boise
State baseball club staying in shape
playing basketball. ' , '.
The auxiliary gym in the Pavilion
is home to the club until the weather
cooperates.
"The basketball games are a fun
way to stay in shape, we have been
outside for a week and a half but
whenever it rains or snows we come
in here;' Ellis said.
This is the sixth year as a club
sport, and according to Ellis, it
should be a good one, "We have a
strong pitching staff and a total of
eight returners from a, team that
finished over .500 percent;' Ellis said.
Doug Sheets, a senior from the
San Francisco bay area, will assist
Ellis as a player/coach.
There is little local support for
Bronco baseball. "We don't have a,
i
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The i3roncobasketball squad
,defeated' U.S, International Univer-
sity 106"82 Wedl1!fSday, then lost to'
the Uof I 61"58 Satllrday ona last-
, 'second three-poll1tbasKet by the :van- '
dais' Teddy Noel. '
Noel's-sbot came with three
seconds remaining on the clock.jm- ,
mediately after Chris Childs~ three-'"-
point shot had tied the game at the
other end of the Iloor.. '
The Broncoshad held a 16-point
lead at halftime which dwindled
away as the Vandals outscored BSU
38-19 in the secol1d half.
Senior forward Roland Smith
began the game with hot shooting
and had six points in the first five
minutes.
The Broncos trailed 13-12 with II
minutes left in the first half when
Smith hit a IO-footjump shot: Childs
followed it with a 21-foot three-
pointer before Smith connected with
his fifth jump shot of the half for a
19-13 BSU lead, forcing U of I coach
Bill Trumbo to call timeout.
Vandal Ken Luckett made two free
throws following the timeout, after
which Childs hit a short jump shot.
Forward Eric Hayes then con-
nected with a layup on a fast preak
and was fouled, but missed the en-
suing free throw. On Idaho's next trip
down the Iloor, Childs stole the ball,
leading to his ninth and 10th points
on another short jumper.
Hayes was fouled once again and
made one shot, leaving BSU with a
26-15 lead. '
The teams then traded baskets
.. twice, after which Spiute hit a three-
pointer, Martin slammed one and
Spjute hit a layup.
The Vandals' Tom Stalick made a
basket from underneath, then Bron-
co guard Bill, Perkins shot two free
throws anti Spjute hit a long jumper
as BSU took its largest lead of the
game at 39-21.
Following halftime, whatever had
been going right for the Broncos and
wrong for the Vandals suddenly turn;
cd around.
By the 7:21 mark, the U of I had
made 10 field goals to the Broncos'
four in the second half arid the score
stood at 47-45,' the closest the Van-
dals had been since 10:42 in the first
half.
The Pavilion crowd of 5,500,
which had been screaming and play-
ing noise-makers sincebe,fore the
opening tipoff, camealiveorice again
as Childs made a layup and Kelvin
Rawlins followed it with a stuff, but
the excitement was short-lived:
Vandal' guard Chris' Carey hit a
three-point shot, then Smith fouled
Noel, who made both.free throws to
pull the U of I within one point at
51-50. '
BSU center John Martin hittwo "
charities, thenCareyconnected with
another three-pointer, 'tying the score
at 53. .
Coach Bobby Dye saw that as an
opportunity to call a timeout, after
which Luckett fouled Smith, who
made one free throw.
Martin then fouled Luckett, who
, also made made one of two charities,
leaving the game tied again.
The Broncos lost the ball out of
, bounds with 2:09femaining in the
game, after which Stalick penetrated ,
to the basket and was fouled by
Childs.. Stalick made both free
throws, giving theU of I a 56-54 lead.
With 1:33 left, Eric Hayes attemp-
ted a shot and was fouled by Matt
Haskins. Hayes made one shot, leav-
ing' the Vandals with a one-point
-lead.
As the Vandals looked for a shot,
Luckett fell down with the ball, but
traveling was not called. Carey miss-
ed the ensuing shot, and Martin
grabbed the rebound as BSU called
timeout.
With 38 seconds left, Hayes took
the in-bound pass and passed court-
length to Martin, who was fouled by
Stalick under the basket. Martin
missed both free throws, and the Van-
dals called timeout.
With 26 seconds remaining, ,Childs
purposely fouledCarey, who hit both
of his free throws. '
The Broncostook the hall down
,the floor looking for the three-
pointer, and got it as Childs' rail1bow
shot fell dead center in' the basket.
The Vandals quickly came back up
the Iloor for Noel's winning shot,
and BSU called another timeout.
With three seconds left" the in-
bound pass was tipped out of
bounds, The second inbound, pass
went "to Perkins, who bounced a
three-point aHempt off the front of
the rim as time expired.
Childs led all Broncos with 17
points against the U of I, while Smith
scored 15 and Spjute tipped in 10.
"Bill Trumbo's a class guy, so I
have to be happy for him:' Dye said
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Stephen J. Grant I University News
Eric Hayessuccessfully eases in two
points against upstate rival U of I.
Rawlins had eight rebounds in the
game, while Smith, Spjute and
Roland Jackson each had two assists,
The Broncos' record now stands at
10-\3 as the team heads to Montana
and' Montana .State this weekend.
The team's next home game will be
against the University of Nevada-
Reno Feb. 28 in the Pavilion.
Women defeated
by, Lisa Schaefer
The University News
The,BSU women's basketball team
lost to U of I Saturday night, 56-93.
Diane Doster, and' Debbie 'Silk
scored in double figures, adding 16
and II points, respectively.
"The girls' played' hard, but. were
hurt on the inside," DeAnne Nelson,
assistant coach for the Broncos, Said.
Leslie Slaten, ' 6-foot-tall
sophomore, did flat make the trip,
due to illness. "We ,were lacking
height underneath the boards:'
Nelson added. .
The first half of play, the Broncos
made 29 percent of their shots and
had nochance at the foul line in the
second half of play. "We just didn't'
shootvery well~'Nelson said,
Thisweekend the Broncos will host
the University of Montana Friday
and Montana State Saturday, each at
7:30 p.m. These will be the last home
games of the season for the' Broncos'
1985-86 season. TheUroncos need at
least one more win to participate in '
post..confel'ence games: , ' '
"We hope a lot of people can make
it 'out; we . can u~Jhe support~'
Nels(jn said. ,,' ~,
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ACROSS ;J4 Malden loved 64 Rescue .23 MIX
by Zeus 65 Brawl: cottoq. 24 Malay canoe
1 Apex 35 Greek letter 66 Contest
25 Sun god
5 Ballot 67 Barracuda 26 Hurrteo
9 Thai woman
37 Pinch 30 Repast
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DOWN 32 Part of church
13 Metal 40 Beam
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38 Own
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Buster' Buddies
I ~AVE A I<'L.I.~R OP£NIN~,
LIN~ THAT WORKS eVER"r
The. Personnel Selection of AS.BSU is now taking applications
forthe following positions:
Fin~nci~f Advisory Board (3.Positions)·
Senator.,for,Vo;.;Tech ...
·HornecomingChairman
'Bookstore Advisory Board .
Ex~c.utiveFoodService Advisory Board
Forin forinationcall:385.~37)3 t:OLc~ntactthePersollnelS~lecJi()n.
Committee of ASBSUonthesecond Jlooi'ofSUB,' " ,"
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LAST
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
~~t~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ii~~f1
AUSTRAL.IA
NEW' ZEA~AN'P
• SPECIAL Sl UDENT AIRFARES WITH
SOUTH PACIFIC ISLAND STOPOVERS
• CAMPING/ADVENTURE TOURS
• INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CARDS
Los Anqetes/Auckland from.$427 o/w
San Francisco/Papeete irom $323 o/w
Vancouver/Sydney from $450 ofw
STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK ' ,
2500 Wilst1lfE' Blvd.f507. Los Angeles CA 90057.
(213)380-2184 '
t.'
Business QPP()ftunities
$10.$360 W~ekly/Up, 'Mailing
Circularsl.No. quotas!' Sincerely
interested rush se.lf"addressed
envelope: Success, P.O. "Box
,470CEG, Woodstock. IL 60098. "
'~~';~~le;L .: ,,:,:":',;S.~rvi,ces Offered
, ',,' , ,";' ",': PROEESSIONALTYPING.
R~~kyMou:ntain:Swim~ui~~ai~n-:"Term ?aperS, -~u~es: letters, etc.
darsJeaturingBoise"}odds and,'~()~~;}?ro~~s~!n,~~,C~l\.8.ue.The
former BSU ch'eerleaders",$S':at . Finished P~~~~ct,-343.7820.
,345-8206.Delivered to your door. DRAFTING 'S~RVICE. Line-
-' -, dra\Vings;maps, and scientific il-
'69 Ford-pickup, 3~V~, new, lustrationsof publishable quali-
trl\ns, s~ock~,,~tra set ~!lQW tires tyat. an affordable price. Star
I
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& wheels; A~/FM cassette,
carnp~rshel\, runs great. $1500.
Call 362-0732. '
'79 Mustang, AT, AC, AM/EM HelpWanted
cassette, Hke~newradials, $2200.
Call 345-480), evenings. ' EXCITING BOSTON! Sports,Night Life, Theater, Excitement t
Live in the Boston area, for one
year as a Nanny. Excellent
salaries,many benefits. Call Julie
Palen at (617) 794·2035 or write'
One on One. '\0 Berkeley Lane.
Andover, MA 018\0. Inquire now
for spring placement.
Starving musician needed during
cocktail hour. Call 342-0100after
2:00.
IHI'IDAHO AIR:'NATIONAL GUARD
!~/'\))':/
"f
* ****,tWit d "..,;-~~""''''~--'''VJl
oe, 1\Jf felt
.' lVJ.a
1ft]" . I:.rotn us jor
All You Can Eat
Wild Pizza & Salad Bar
-dust $4.79(cashonly)
Wednesday evenings beginning feb. 26th
At BSU's 6 P.M. to 10 P.M.
Union Street Cafe
In the Student Union Bldg.
''''---. -,
The Air National Guard program is designed for individuals, ages 17-35.
We welcome both prior service men and women and those who have no
military experience. Come out or call and talk with our Career Counselors.
124th TRG, Gowen Field
Boise, Idaho / Phone: 385·5385
offer good thru 2/26/86
DId you know my
grandson IS a
BSU Sl\ldenl Ambassador
t nars great Waller., \- ...,
Can I see tne
'funnIes" now? 1/2 Price Single,Cone
withBSU Student'
or Faculty tD.
1104 Main St.
Boise
L- ..J
-$3.00 off I Sun Streaking ; Designer PermI includes: I -condlttoners
on I conditioning & _ I -halrcut
Haircut with I haircut 1-?IO~dryI
Blow Dry I -irorunq
I $25.00 I-manicure $40.00
Offers good wi BSU Student 1.0; I longer hair xtra I expires 3/31/86
Hair West, $'Hair Plantation
344·CUTS ' 343·HAIR
2915 Overland at Shoshone" Plantation CntrJGlenwood
A new ~ervice group is now being formed by the BSU Admissions Office. Seven,
highly-motivated self-starter freshman students will be selected as initial members
of the U'iU Student Ambassadors. Seven additional members will be selected
and added each subsequent fall semester.
The BSU Student Ambassadors will be trained and utilized to assist the Ad-
missions Office in transmitting timely and accurate information to parents and
prospective students from various regions throughout Idaho. This will be done
, by telephone contact, printed materials, participation in outreach programs,
personal contact and by serving as Admissions Office Representatives during
summer breaksand vacations. College credit is a possibility. This experience
should be an excellent resume entry.
_ Minimum Qualifications:
Graduate of an Idaho High School in 1985.
High School GPA of 3.00 or higher ."
Currently enrolled full-time (12 or more hours) at BSli·
Very p()sitive attitude about Boise State-your university-e-
, . and highly enthusiastic about, making others aware of
, 'opportunities' available here.
~ -' > - - > •
',':\ , s
, , '
~; .If you:a~e}rl~~rest~dih'beingaCharterinefuber of this-group andinstrumen-
talinIts'forinationand growth,contaet Guy Hunt-Dean of Admissions, Ad-
. ministrationI3uilding, Room 105, or caU.385-1177. Selections will be completed
and tr~ining begun by April.d, 1986. ' ,
,.;r':
